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Pictorial Pictorial projectionprojection

Pictorial projection:
Not intended to give exact or 
true view.
Not intended to transmit 
dimensions, although sometimes 
dimension is useful.
Useful when the information Useful when the information 
and instructions to be given to 
non-technical and untrained 
people.
Hidden lines are not shown in 
isometric drawing.

Parallel Parallel projection techniqueprojection technique
Axonometric Axonometric projectionprojection

axon = axis; metric = measure, in Greek

Axonometric projection is a parallel projection technique to 
create a pictorial drawing of an object by rotating the object 
on an axis relative to a projection or picture plane

Axonometric Axonometric projectionprojection

Axonometric projection
Trimetric
Dimetric
Isometric

Isometric Isometric projectionprojection

Isometric projection is a true representation of the isometric view 
of an object

Isometric view is created by rotating the object 45 degree about 
vertical axis, and tilting it forward 35 deg 16’
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Isometric Isometric projection: axesprojection: axes

The 3 axis meet at A,B form equal angles of 120 deg and they 
are called Isometric Axes

OA is vertical,  OB is inclined at 30deg to the right, OC is 
inclined at 30deg to the left

Any lines parallel to these Isometric LineAny lines parallel to these – Isometric Line

Any planes parallel – Isometric Planes

Selection Selection of Isometric Axesof Isometric Axes

Main purpose of isometric view is to provide a pictorial view which reveals as 
much detail as possible

Selection of principal edges is important

Figure shows different isometric views of the same block

Isometric Isometric projection: scaleprojection: scale

The tilt causes the edges & planes to become foreshortened

The projected length is approximately 80% of the true length

IsoIso--lines lines & & IsoIso--planes: examplesplanes: examples

Isometric Isometric angles & nonangles & non--isoiso lineslines

Example of producing non-
isometric lines.
The position of point Z is obtained 
in the isometric view, by 
transferring the distance of X and Y.

Producing Producing Isometric drawingIsometric drawing


